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BETWEEN WORLD WARS, 1919-1939


Yugoslavia


See also:
-Other bibliographies on the Balkans.

**WORLD WAR II-General Sources**


Yugoslavia

**WWII-Diplomacy/Strategy**


**See also:**
-Bibliography on Trieste Occupation in Europe.

**WWII-Other Special Aspects**


Yugoslavia


US aircraft mistakenly attacked Russian ground forces in Yugoslavia, 7 Nov 44, killing LTG Kotov and then dog-fighting Russian planes.


WWII-Resistance/Partisan Operations-General Sources


Yugoslavia


British air supply to resistance.


See Chap. 13—“The Ustaše, the Četniks, and Tito, 1941-1980.”


WWII-Resistance/Partisan Operations—U.S. Office of Strategic Services


3-vol guide list identifies dozen reels with some or much Balkans & Yugoslavia sources.
See separate listing of pertinent items.


Galembush, Stephen. Papers. 1 Folder. WWII Misc Collection, Arch.
Includes memoir of OSS training and 1944 service in Yugoslavia.


Personal experience by commander.

See also:
-Bibliography on OSS in Intelligence-WWII.

WWII-Resistance/Partisan Operations—Resistance-Memoirs/Biographies


Yugoslavia


   Account of NCO's 6-mo service with Yugoslav partisans, 1944.


   British officer air-dropped into central Bosnia, 1943, as Allied liaison with counterinsurgents.  Also French edition, *Prelude a la Paix.*

   First British military mission to Tito's HQ.


   By Yugoslav partisan.


   Interview with Milorad Krstovic.


   Downed crewmen who joined Chetniks.


   And earlier part, Jan 46 issue.
Yugoslavia


**WWII-German Perspective**


See pp. 24-27 on German advance in 1941.


See Chap IV.


**COLD WAR ERA, 1945-1990**


Includes history, pp. 13-72.


US relief aid for 5 Jul 63 earthquake in Skopje: medical units & supplies, prefabricated buildings.


Operation Able Sentry on Macedonian border.


See Chap. 6 – "‘The Land of the Poles that is Lost to the Germans’: Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania, USSR, and Yugoslavia, 1945-1954.”


SINCE 1990


Nice overview of relevant history, pp. 22-27.


See also:

-Bibliographies on Balkans and Bosnia and the Air University Periodical Index, 1990-